RULES FOR INFLATABLE USE
The unit that you have rented has a retail replacement cost of $
. Failure to follow any
of the rules that you read and initial below will result in you having to purchase a replacement
unit at full retail value.
1. Unit must be supervised by an adult at all times!
2. All persons using the unit must remove shoes, jewelry, glasses or any other
articles that could harm or damage the unit.
3. The maximum number of people and/or weight restrictions on the unit must be
followed as per the rules and restrictions of the unit.
4. No flips or somersaults.
5. No food or drinks in or near (within five feet) of the unit. If any liquids or food
items are found on or in the unit, a fee of $50 will be immediately assessed to cover cleaning
costs. This charge must be paid by the renter to the set-up technician.
6. No water items can be used with this unit or placed within 20 feet of a standard
dry bounce house, combo or obstacle course unit. Violation of this rule will result in the $50
cleaning fee as detailed above.
7. No silly string can be used around the unit. Silly string causes permanent damage.
If silly string is used, the renter will be responsible for purchase of a replacement unit at full
retail value.
8. Do not tape or fasten anything to the unit.
9. The renter is responsible for the unit from the time of delivery until the time of
pickup, regardless if actual times are different than agreed-upon times. Do not unplug the
unit for any reason other than strong storms involving high wind and lightning. If it rains,
leave the unit up and going until the set-up technician arrives.
10. In case of deflation, check the power source and connections. If the blower is
still running, make sure the air inlet tube is secure and unblocked. If the unit gets torn or
ripped, cease usage and call us immediately at 317-414-5484.
11. If a unit moves off of the tarp, cease usage immediately and re-center the unit
back on the tarp.
12. In case of any incident involving an accident or injury, an incident form must be
filled out immediately. This is to protect all parties involved.
I have read and initialed beside the above rules, and agree to the terms and penalties for not
taking care of the rental unit as described above.
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